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LAST CASE AT A BAGGAGE AUCTION
Joey Third wins an old suitcase from a baggage auction, but the record player it holds
within opens a cursed portal to a frozen realm of eternity.
New York, NY, July 1, 2020—Last Case at a Baggage Auction is the latest
thrilling and beautifully poignant story to be released by award-winning
author Eric J. Guignard, presented here by Harper Day Books in author’s
preferred text and gracefully illustrated by artist Steve Lines.

1963 Detroit is a hotbed of gambling, and the weekly baggage auctions keep a
busy trade. Charlie Stewart and Joey Third are skilled in the art of successful
bidding, but when Joey lands a mysterious suitcase, the thrill of winning turns to
terror once they realize they’ve opened something sinister.
Inside the suitcase is an antique gramophone, and the music it plays is unlike
anything they’ve heard before. A chanting voice speaks to them in strange words,
evoking visions of a dark, frozen land. It’s a voice that makes them sick with
addiction, and it continues chanting in their heads even when the record stops playing.
Charlie sets out to solve the mystery of the unholy music and how to turn it off forever. But the urge to
listen grows stronger, and the more it plays, the more the aural virus spreads, until people begin to
vanish . . . feeding an apparition that seeks immortality.
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